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PISA reading: Mode effects unveiled in short
text responses
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Abstract
Educational largescale assessments risk their temporal comparability when shifting from paper
to computerbased assessment. A recent study showed how text responses have altered alongside
PISA’s mode change, indicating mode effects. Uncertainty remained, however, because it com
pared students from 2012 and 2015. We aimed at reproducing the findings in an experimental
setting, in which n = 836 students answered PISA reading questions on computer, paper, or
both. Text response features for information quantity and relevance were extracted automatically.
Results show a comprehensive recovery of findings. Students incorporated more information
into their text responses on computer than on paper, with some items being more affected than
others. Regarding information relevance, we found less mode effect variance across items than
the original study. Hints for a relationship between mode effect and gender across items could
be reproduced. The study demonstrates the stability of linguistic feature extraction from text
responses.
Keywords: Computerbased assessment, paperbased assessment, openended text responses, mode effect,
automatic processing
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Consistent comparability within and across points of assessments is the very essence
of international educational largescale assessments, such as the Programme for Inter
national Student Assessment (PISA; OECD, 2017a) or the Progress in International
Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS; Mullis, Martin, Foy, & Drucker, 2012). Only then, re
searchers and policymakers can draw legitimate inferences from temporal or subgroup
comparisons. In order to check for PISA’s continuing temporal consistency, several
studies have investigated the effect of PISA’s administration mode change on test or
item scores (i.a., OECD, 2017b; Jerrim, Micklewright, Heine, Salzer, & McKeown,
2018). The present study adds a new perspective to this by analyzing the mode effect
on short text responses on PISA’s reading test.
With the recent tendency of shifting from paper to computerbased assessment, the
respective study programmes need to take into account a new potential source for mea
surement invariance of their temporal trends. In this context, constructed responses are
vastly neglected. However, they provide rich indicators for potential mode effects. If
text responses differ substantively in aspects germane to the response process, the as
sessed latent construct might have shifted (Zehner, Goldhammer, Lubaway, & Sälzer,
2019). For example, if we observe that test takers incorporate more pieces of infor
mation into their response, they may have carried out different cognitive operations.
This can (but does not need to) lead to assessing a shifted construct. In contrast to this
perspective, mode effect studies typically investigate scores (e.g., Buerger, Kroehne,
& Goldhammer, 2016; Choi & Tinkler, 2002; Clariana & Wallace, 2002; Wang, Jiao,
Young, Brooks, & Olson, 2007) or process data (e.g., Kroehne, Hahnel, & Goldhammer,
2019; Piaw, 2011; White, Kim, Chen, & Liu, 2015).
Beyond manual scoring, the fundamental reason that linguistic information buried in
text responses has played an inferior role for research so far is their limited accessibility.
With the rise of automatic scoring systems (for an overview cf. Burrows, Gurevych,
& Stein, 2014 and Galhardi & Brancher, 2018), however, natural language processing
techniques now allow information extraction from text data at a large scale for diverse
purposes.
A previous study (Zehner et al., 2019) revealed substantial differences between short text
responses written (a) by students who responded to the paperbased PISA 2012 reading
test and those written (b) by students in the computerbased PISA 2015 reading test.
Indicating mode effects, this analysis was based on a natural experiment and investigated
the differences occurring together with the mode change in two different cohorts. In
the present study, we experimentally manipulated the administration mode of the PISA
reading test in a randomized design. Therefore, it allows drawing causal inferences with
respect to the administration mode’s effect on text responses. Additionally, we aimed at
reproducing the findings of Zehner et al. (2019).
For this, we investigated data from a German addon study during PISA 2012 that ran
domly assigned students to computer or paperbased assessment, or both. From the
openended short text responses, we extracted the same linguistic indicators like the
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study that was to be reproduced: the Proposition Entity Count (information quantity)
and Relevance Proportion (information relevance). For doing so, we utilized baseline
natural language processing techniques and compared the characteristics of responses
in both modes.

Theoretical context
Before diving into theory, let us engage in a thought experiment about why text re
sponses were an attractive observational unit to study mode effects. Assume we have
an openended item asking for the purpose of a given stimulus text. The scoring allows
different lines of reasoning. For full credit, test takers can refer to the decorative pictures
or the text semantics, suggesting different conclusions. In such cases, it is quite common
that the majority of test takers uses the same line of reasoning. Let us now change from
paper to computerbased assessment. It is possible that the pictures suddenly attract
more attention because they are brighter on screen than on paper and reading habits dif
fer between screen and paper (Delgado, Vargas, Ackerman, & Salmerón, 2018). More
responses might now refer to the pictures. Thus, the mode change could lead to a change
of the dominating line of reasoning, and most test takers might carry out different cog
nitive operations than before. While these operations would still be part of the overall
construct, the construct’s operationalization could have changed. Analyses based on the
plain score would not be able to identify such a mode effect if it did not affect typically
investigated measurement properties such as item difficulty. While text responses are
not the new panacea for studying mode effects, they provide a rich set of new data points
for doing so.
Mode effects and PISA
Mode effects address differences between assessed latent constructs being measured by
two implementations of the same test (Kroehne & Martens, 2011). In 2015, PISA in
troduced computerbased assessment as the main mode for the first time. It is now the
question as to whether data from earlier PISA assessments can be directly compared.
Typically, this is studied at the level of test and item scores (e.g., Buerger et al., 2016;
Choi & Tinkler, 2002; Clariana & Wallace, 2002; Jerrim et al., 2018; Kroehne, Buerger,
Hahnel, & Goldhammer, 2019; Robitzsch et al., 2017; OECD, 2017b; Wang et al., 2007)
or process data (e.g., Kroehne, Hahnel, & Goldhammer, 2019; Piaw, 2011; White et al.,
2015). Compared to PIRLS–where relevant mode effects were found and their estima
tion was directly incorporated into the study design (Fishbein, Martin, Mullis, & Foy,
2018)–PISA’s initiator, the Organisation for Economic CoOperation and Development
(OECD), acknowledges the possibility of mode effects in a subset of items in their as
sessment, though, assuming a sufficient number of invariant items (OECD, 2016). This
was concluded from a betweensubjects mode effect study on the international level in
PISA’s field trial that identified some items requiring modespecific parameters for the
scaling model (OECD, 2017b). In addition, the OECD did not find differential effects
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between subgroups (e.g., gender), but only investigated these on the basis of field trial
data (OECD, 2016). Robitzsch et al. (2017) found small overall mode effects in the
German PISA Field Trial 2015. Zehner et al. (2019) demonstrated that this is mirrored
in text responses on the aggregate level, but even larger differences could be found on
the item level.
It is important to note that, for linking scales, every new instrument implementation has
to be checked for equivalence with respect to relevant criteria (Kolen & Brennan, 2014).
However, for assessing reading, there seems to be the general trend that computerbased
tests are harder and completed more quickly than paperbased ones (Kolen & Brennan,
2014; Kroehne, Buerger, et al., 2019; Kroehne, Hahnel, & Goldhammer, 2019; Rob
itzsch et al., 2017). The differences might stem from several components that can be
coarsely distinguished in two categories: properties of the test administration and test
taker characteristics (Kroehne & Martens, 2011). We only name a few examples. In
a computerbased reading assessment, reading takes place on screen, which can be im
pacted by screen resolution (Bridgeman, Lennon, & Jackenthal, 2001), and involves
computer navigation, which can be challenging to varying degrees for different test tak
ers (Wang et al., 2007). A recent metaanalysis found no differences in reading speed,
but comprehension was better on paper (Kong, Seo, & Zhai, 2018). Traditionally, read
ing on screen was assumed to be slower (Noyes & Garland, 2008). While paperbased
assessment uses handwriting for responses, the students need to write via keyboard on
the computer. Finally, writing speed and fluency are only moderately related across
these input modes (Feng, Lindner, Ji, & Malatesha Joshi, 2017). Given all these com
plex mechanisms, the importance of verifying construct equivalence between a test in
two different modes is evident.
Linguistic text response features
If we analyze text responses instead of scores for studying mode effects, we need to
identify features of the written product that are indicative for the response process and
that constitute outcomes related to the construct of interest. Based on cognitive theo
ries, Zehner, Goldhammer, and Sälzer (2018) compiled a framework for text response
features that are crucial to the response process in reading tasks. Briefly summarized,
the central component is the situation model (Kintsch, 1998) that is mentally built when
test takers read a stimulus text. It comprises a set of propositions that reflect the text
base (micropropositions), but also address what is associated with or implied by the text
base (macropropositions). In order to answer questions like those in the PISA assess
ment, the students identify the question focus and category (Graesser & Franklin, 1990).
Next, they query memory structures, one of which is the justbuilt situation model, and
winnow them down to propositions both relevant and compatible to the question focus
and category (Graesser & Franklin, 1990). Determined by the question category, the
selected propositions are then concatenated using linguistic structures in order to formu
late the final text response (Graesser & Clark, 1985).
Zehner et al. (2019) derived two crucial linguistic features from this framework in order
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to investigate potential mode effects: Proposition Entity Count and Relevance Propor
tion. Note that both features have shortcomings which are critically discussed in the
Limitations section.
Information quantity: the Proposition Entity Count (PEC)
The first feature Zehner et al. (2019) chose is called Proposition Entity Count (PEC;
Zehner et al., 2018). It is rooted in Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) who show that more
skilled readers reproduce more propositions. That is, it makes a constructrelevant dif
ference whether a response contains more or less pieces of information. But how can
we capture the amount of information? The most proper way would be to identify all
propositions in the response. Unfortunately, this endeavor is not feasible due to techni
cal constraints and conceptual issues. First, current natural language processing cannot
handle texts with improper language use (i.a., grammarwise; cf. Dzikovska, Nielsen,
& Leacock, 2016; Higgins et al., 2014). With PISA being a lowstakes assessment,
the data of the present study contains lots of informal, orthographically and grammat
ically improper, or hyperconcisely written responses. The second major problem is a
conceptual one. Given their informal character, the responses regularly neglect conven
tions and comprise only single words instead of complete sentences, which typically
does not occur in written essays but is comparatively common for shorttext responses.
Compared to written essays, short text responses can be very minimalistic. Hence, op
erationalizations have to take single words into account as well.
Therefore, PEC is a proxy that refers to single entities of propositions (Zehner et al.,
2018). Hence, a proposition such as LIKE(READER, BOOK)–”the reader likes the book”–is
split into its three entities {READER, LIKE, BOOK}. PEC is computed by counting those
words in a response that are either nouns, pronouns, nonauxiliary verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, or answer particles. These are words that are assumed to refer to genuine
elements in the situation model and do not constitute language artifacts (Zehner et al.,
2018).
Information relevance: Relevance Proportion (Rel)
While PEC captures the amount of information in the response, the second feature Zehner
et al. (2019) chose (Relevance Proportion, Rel; Zehner et al., 2018) reflects how rele
vant this information is for providing a correct response. This feature refers to filtering
the relevant propositions during the response process (sensu Graesser & Franklin, 1990,
cf. section Linguistic text response features).
For assessing their relevance, the proposition entities are compared pairwise with propo
sition entities of correct responses in the coding guides. The highest semantic (co
sine) similarity determines how close the response’s proposition entity is to the one
in the correct responses. If a proposition entity’s relevance score is within the distribu
tion’s lower 25 percent, it is classified as irrelevant (as relevant otherwise). The ratio
of relevant proposition entities and the total number of proposition entities constitutes
the final measure Relevance Proportion. For measuring semantic similarity, one se
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mantic vector space model is computed for each item using Latent Semantic Analysis
(Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & Harshman, 1990). An external text corpus,
such as Wikipedia, serves as input for the Latent Semantic Analysis.

Research questions and hypotheses
Aiming at reproducing Zehner et al. (2019), the analysis adheres to the same research
questions and uses the same two response features. The research questions follow the
idea that differences in the response features correspond to differences in the response
process, hence, indicating a mode effect. Each research question addresses one of the
two features PEC and Rel . The hypotheses imply a recovery of the results of Zehner et
al. (2019).
P1|R1 Response correctness effect. We expect PEC (P1) and Rel (R1) to be higher in

correct than in incorrect responses.
P2a|R2a Mode effect. Also in line with other previous findings (Horkay, Bennett, Allen,

Kaplan, & Yan, 2006; White et al., 2015), we expect a higher PEC for responses
from the computerbased than for those from the paperbased assessment. For Rel,
we do not expect to find a mode effect at the aggregate level, which was a result but
not the expectation of Zehner et al. (2019).
P2b|R2b Itemspecific mode effect. Items differ in the kind of response processes they evoke.

Thus, we expect the mode effect on PEC and on Rel to vary across items.
P3a|R3a Gender effect. We expect girls to show a higher PEC than boys (cf. Zehner et al.,

2018). For Rel, we do not expect to find a gender effect on the aggregate level,
which was a result but not the expectation of Zehner et al. (2019).
P3b|R3b GenderSpecific mode effect. Zehner et al. (2019) found a significant, but small

overall interaction between mode and gender for PEC, but not for Rel. For both, PEC
and Rel, the genderspecific mode effects are expected to vary across items.

Methods
Participants, procedure, and materials
Alongside PISA 2012 in Germany, an addon study implemented an experimental vari
ation of computer and paperbased assessment in a randomized, balanced within and
betweensubjects design (for detail, see Hahnel, Goldhammer, Naumann, & Kroehne,
2016). On a second day after the PISA test, n = 880 fifteenyearolds responded to a
set of in total 30 reading literacy items, resulting in n = 7, 963 German text responses.
The reading literacy items were organized in two fixed sets (clusters) that were adminis
tered either computer or paperbased. While 49 percent of the students took one cluster
either in the computer or paperbased assessment, the others subsequently worked on
both clusters in both modes. This allowed a direct crossmode comparison of text re
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R118: Bullying
Bullying Text
PARENTS LACK AWARENESS OF
BULLYING
Only one in three parents polled is aware
of bullying involving their children, according
to an Education Ministry survey released on
Wednesday.
The
survey,
conducted
between
December 1994 and January 1995, involved
some 19,000 parents, teachers and children
at primary, junior and senior high schools
where bullying has occurred.
The survey, the first of its kind conducted
by the Ministry, covered students from the
fourth grade up. According to the survey, 22
per cent of the primary school children polled
said they face bullying, compared with 13 per
cent of junior high school children and 4 per
cent of senior high school students.
On the other hand, some 26 per cent of
the primary school children said they have
bullied, with the percentage decreasing to 20
per cent for junior high school children and 6
per cent for senior high school students.
Of those who replied that they have been
bullies, between 39 and 65 per cent said they
also have been bullied.
The survey indicated that 37 per cent of
the parents of bullied primary school children
were aware of bullying targeted at their
children. The figure was 34 per cent for the
parents of junior high school children and 18
per cent for those of the senior high school
students.
Of the parents aware of the bullying, 14
per cent to 18 per cent said they had been
told of bullying by teachers. Only 3 per cent to
4 per cent of the parents learned of the

bullying from their children, according to
the survey.
The survey also found that 42 per cent
of primary school teachers are not aware of
bullying aimed at their students. The portion
of such teachers was 29 per cent at junior
high schools and 69 per cent at senior high
schools.
Asked for the reason behind bullying,
about 85 per cent of the teachers cited a
lack of education at home. Many parents
singled out a lack of a sense of justice and
compassion among children as the main
reason.
An Education Ministry official said the
findings suggest that parents and teachers
should have closer contact with children to
prevent bullying.
School bullying became a major issue in
Japan after 13-year-old Kiyoteru Okouchi
hanged himself in Nishio, Aichi Prefecture, in
the fall of 1994, leaving a note saying that
classmates had repeatedly dunked him in a
nearby river and extorted money from him.
The bullying-suicide prompted the
Education Ministry to issue a report on
bullying in March 1995 urging teachers to
order bullies not to come to school.

Stimulus Text

Item Instruction

Item Stem and Response Space

Stimulus Text

The article on the opposite page appeared in a Japanese newspaper in 1996. Refer to it to answer the
questions below.

Item Instruction
R118Q02 – 0 1 8 9

Question 2: BULLYING
Why does the article mention the death of Kiyoteru Okouchi?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Item Stem and Response Space

Figure 1: The paperbased (left) and the computerbased instrument (right).

sponses to twelve openended items. Paperbased responses were transcribed by two
research assistants. Due to missing information about the gender of 44 students and 79
erroneously missing scores, 468 responses had to be excluded from the analysis, result
ing in n = 7, 495 responses written by n = 836 students from 78 schools. Beside
the openended items that were relevant to the present study, students also answered 18
further PISA reading items and other tests (e.g., for computerrelated skills) in a rotated
design (Hahnel et al., 2016).
The study administered nine dichotomous and three partialcredit openended items that
cannot be disclosed due to their confidentiality. There was no overlap with the item set
of the study that was to be reproduced. Because PISA 2012 had not been computer
based yet, the items were implemented in the CBA ItemBuilder (Rölke, 2012). Reading
items in PISA typically contain a stimulus comprising continuous or noncontinuous
text, or both. Often, multiple questions refer to such a stimulus, which is called a unit.
The twelve analyzed items of this study were nested in seven such units. PISA reading
items attempt to assess one of the following three processes (OECD, 2013): Access &
Retrieve (locate explicit information in the stimulus), Integrate & Interpret (incorpo
rate multiple pieces of explicit or implied information), and Reflect & Evaluate (apply
worldknowledge for reflecting on the stimulus). Figure 1 shows an exemplary item in
the paper and the computerbased version (OECD, 2006, p. 59f.) that was not part of
the present study. As a procedural difference, the computer implementation reminded
students–but did not force–to give a response if they omitted it in the first place (for a
list of differences see Kroehne, Buerger, et al., 2019).
Text responses were compared in two respects: PEC and Rel (cf. Theoretical Context).
Both features were automatically extracted by ReCo (Zehner, Sälzer, & Goldhammer,
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2016; Zehner et al., 2018). Analogous to the original study, partofspeech tagging was
carried out using the StuttgartTübingen Tagset (STTS; Schiller, Teufel, Stöckert, &
Thielen, 1999), and for normalizing the language data, automatic spelling correction
(Jazzy; Idzelis, 2005) and stemming (Snowball; Porter, 2001) were applied. For each
item, 1658 to 14,077 articles from the German Wikipedia were collected as the text
corpus for building semantic spaces using Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester et al.,
1990; following the methodology of Zehner et al., 2016).
Modeling approach
Identical to Zehner et al. (2019), we specified four (Generalized) Linear Mixed Models
(GLMM) with increasing complexity for both response features each. For the sake of
simplicity of the following,
the dependent variables PEC and Rel are both described as
{
log(PEC) for PEC
ηpi , whereas ηpi =
.
Rel
for Rel
The models’ goodness of fit are reported on the basis of the χ2 distributed Likelihood Ra
tio Test statistic (LRT), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). Marginal and conditional R2 are reported where available (Nakagawa,
Schielzeth, & O’Hara, 2013).
Model (1) served as the baseline, only representing the data structure.
ηpi = β0 + t0p + e0i + s0k

(1)

Here, the feature η (PEC or Rel) was estimated for student p from school k, who re
sponded to item i. It was decomposed into the following components:
– fixed intercept β0
– random intercept for students t0p
– random intercept for items e0i
– random intercept for schools s0k
Model (2) tested Hypothesis 1 by adding a fixed effect β1 for response correctness Fip ∈
{0.0, 0.5, 1.0} with Fip = 0.5 for Partial Credit in nondichotomous items.
ηpi = β0 + t0p + e0i + s0k + β1 Fip

(2)

Testing Hypotheses 2a and 2b, Model (3) added to Model (2):
ηpi = β0 + t0p + e0i + s0k + β1 Fip + (β2 + c0i )Mp

(3)

– fixed effect β2 of mode Mp
– random byitem mode effect c0i
The final Model (4) tested Hypothesis 3a and 3b:
ηpi = β0 + t0p + e0i + s0k + β1 Fip + (β2 + c0i )Mp + (β3 + g0i )Gp + β4 Mp Gp (4)
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– fixed effect β3 of gender Gp
– fixed effect β4 of the interaction between gender Gp and mode Mp
– random byitem effect of gender g0i
The distribution of the random effects b was modeled as a multivariate normal distri
bution; b ∼ N (0, Σ) with Σ as the covariance matrix of the random effects. PEC’s
probability distribution was modeled as a Poisson distribution (cf. Stroup, 2012), PEC ∼
P oisson(λ). Likewise, Rel’s probability distribution was modeled as a normal distri
bution, Rel ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ).
Software
ReCo (Zehner et al., 2016) extracted the response features with its many software com
ponents: DKPro Core (Gurevych et al., 2007), DKPro Similarity (Bär, Zesch, & Gurevych,
2013), JWPL (Zesch, Müller, & Gurevych, 2008), SSpace (Jurgens & Stevens, 2010),
Snowball (Porter, 2001), Stanford NLP Parser (Rafferty & Manning, 2008).
The statistical analyses were carried out in R 3.5.3 (R Core Team, 2019), using snow for
parallel computations (Tierney, Rossini, Li, & Sevcikova, 2018), lme4 (Bates, Mächler,
Bolker, & Walker, 2015) for GLMM estimation, and r2glmm (Jaeger, 2017) as well as
MuMIn (Barton, 2018) for computing R2 .

Results
Before the following subsections depict the results for information quantity (PEC) and
relevance (Rel), Table 1 shows the percentage of correct as well as empty responses by
mode. It appears, the twelve openended response items are, on average, more difficult
on computer than on paper (solved less often by 5%). At the same time, responses that
were assessed in paperbased mode were left empty more often by 5 percent on average.
Figure 2 shows the descriptives neglecting the nesting and crossing (of students and
items) and outliers. The top row shows the original findings of Zehner et al. (2019),
the bottom row the results of the present study. The boxplots in the left column depict
PEC; Rel is shown on the right. In each subplot, the first four bars display incorrect
responses, the right ones stand for correct responses. Furthermore, the bars distinguish
responses from each gender (♂, ♀) as well as the experimental conditions: paperbased
assessment in gray (PBA), computerbased assessment in orange bars (CBA). While the
boxes’ centers represent the median, the white lines additionally show the arithmetic
mean. The figure shows the general tendency of including more proposition entities in
computer than in paperbased modes, which is also true for female compared to male
students. For the Relevance Proportion, it is apparent that there is no difference between
the modes for correct responses, but there is for incorrect. For better readability, partial
credit items are dichotomized in this figure (partial credit considered as correct). The
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Table 1: Percentage of Correct and Empty Responses by Administration Mode
Item ID

R227Q03

R227Q06

R111Q02B

R111Q06B

R055Q02

R055Q03

Correct

CBA
PBA

48%
49%

74%
74%

34%
42%

32%
33%

40%
46%

57%
57%

∆

−1%

0%

−8%

−1%

−6%

0%

Empty

CBA
PBA

10%
25%

4%
8%

11%
18%

12%
17%

15%
21%

10%
13%

∆

−15%

−4%

−7%

−5%

−6%

−3%

Item ID

R055Q05

R458Q07

R447Q06

R452Q03

R452Q06

R414Q06

Total

Correct

CBA
PBA

53%
65%

52%
59%

42%
49%

14%
14%

36%
45%

35%
38%

43%
48%

∆

−12%

−7%

−7%

0%

−9%

−3%

−5%

Empty

CBA
PBA

16%
14%

13%
18%

13%
16%

13%
15%

23%
27%

24%
33%

14%
19%

∆

2%

−5%

−3%

−2%

−4%

−9%

−5%

Note. Significant differences (α = .05) at the item level are printed in bold.

close similarity between the descriptives of the original and the present study indicates a
stable recovery of many original findings, which is thoroughly analyzed in the following.

Information quantity (PEC)
Table 2 shows the results of the four GLMMs for the responses’ Proposition Entity
Count (PEC). The information criteria indicate that the inclusion of all proposed effects
fits the data best (Model [4]). Beyond Model (2), the inclusion of the fixed mode effect
2
= 1.7 percent in explaining the variation of
(Model [3]) yields an additional ∆Rm
how much information was included in a response. The overall effect of gender and its
2
2
= 1.7 percent. Note that the marginal Rm
interaction with mode add another ∆Rm
does not include random effects.
While the model fit statistics of the different models give a first insight, the effect esti
mates confirm the hypotheses regarding PEC. All fixed effects differ significantly from
0. The effect β1 = 0.54[±0.02]1 (z = 44.71, p = .000), indicates that the largest,
positive impact on information quantity is the correctness of a response (P1). An aggre
gate mode effect on PEC (P2a) is shown by β2 = 0.22[±0.09] (z = 4.56, p = .000).
Also, the effect of mode on PEC varies substantially across items (P2b), sd(c0i ) = 0.15,
ranging from β2 + c02 = −0.05 to β2 + c04 = 0.41. Likewise, gender had an over
all effect on PEC in that girls incorporated more pieces of information into their re
sponses (P3a), β3 = 0.20[±0.09] (z = 4.54, p = .000). The gender effect varied
across items with sd(g0i ) = 0.10, and it correlated with the mode effect within items
by cor(g0i , c0i ) = .52. That is, items with a larger mode effect also tended to show
a larger gender effect (P3b). The omission of single random effects in the final model
shows that the byitem mode effect is more important to fit the data well than the by
1 The

brackets indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Descriptives: Original Study (Zehner et al., 2019, p. 47)
26
24
22
Proportion of Relevant Information (%)

Proposition Entity Count

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

PBA CBA

♂

♂

PBA CBA

♀

♀

PBA CBA

♂

Incorrect

♂

PBA CBA

♀

100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

♀

PBA CBA

♂

Correct

♂

PBA CBA

♀

♀

PBA CBA

♂

Incorrect

♂

PBA CBA

♀

♀

Correct

Descriptives: Experimental Recovery (present study)
26
24
22
Proportion of Relevant Information (%)

Proposition Entity Count

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

PBA CBA

♂

♂

PBA CBA

♀

Incorrect

♀

PBA CBA

♂

♂

PBA CBA

♀

Correct

♀

100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

PBA CBA

♂

♂

PBA CBA

♀

Incorrect

♀

PBA CBA

♂

♂

PBA CBA

♀

♀

Correct

Figure 2: Comprehensive Recovery of Descriptives for PEC (Information Quantity, left) & Rel
(Relevance Proportion, right), neglecting the nested structure and outliers. Top row shows the
original study that was to be reproduced, bottom row the results of the present study. The
transparent white lines represent arithmetic means. Partial credit items are dichotomized here.
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Table 2: Proposition Entity Count (PEC): Generalized Linear Mixed Models (1)–(4)
χ2

2
Rm

nP ar

AIC

BIC

Model (1)

4

47232

47259

Model (2)

5

45305

45339

.080 [±.012]

8

44583

44638

.097 [±.020]

∆df

pχ2

13

44417

44507

.114 [±.014]

.000

.017 [±.001]

.000

.086 [±.012]
.007 [±.005]
.005 [±.003]
.000 [±.001]

Response Correctness
Mode
Gender
Mode*Gender

w/o |Mode and |Gender
w/o |Mode
w/o |Gender

.017 [±.001]

.085 [±.012]
.017 [±.007]

Response Correctness
Mode

Model (4)

2
p∆Rm

.080 [±.012]

Response Correctness

Model (3)

2
∆Rm

8
10
10

44796
44684
44534

44851
44753
44603

389.20
273.08
122.94

5
3
3

.000
.000
.000

Note. nP ar = number of estimated parameters, ∆df = degrees of freedom for the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT; χ2 ),
2
2
2
pχ2 = pvalue for the LRT, Rm
= marginal R2 of fixed effects (Nakagawa et al., 2013), ∆Rm
= difference of Rm
2
2 = pvalue for the R difference test; 95% confidence intervals in brackets; w/o = without;
with previous model, p∆Rm
random effects are indicated by pipes (|); the restricted models in the last three lines (excluding the random byitem
effects) are each compared to Model (4)

item gender effect is (cf. AIC/BIC in Table 2). Finally, the fixed interaction between
mode and gender turned out to be significant, β4 = 0.05[±0.04], (z = 1.99, p = .046),
but without any practical importance, given the small magnitude.
Relevance proportion (Rel)
Table 3 shows the results of the four LMMs for the responses’ Relevance Proportion
(Rel); among others, the conditional Rc2 (including fixed and random effects) and marginal
2
(including only fixed effects). The baseline Model (1) explains Rc2 = 34 per
Rm
cent, response correctness adds roughly ∆Rc2 = 6 percent, whereas the effects of in
terest, mode and gender, only increase the proportion of explained variance marginally
(∆Rc2 = 0.2 and 0.1%). Model (3), introducing mode effects, shows the best fit to the
data, being superior to the previous model, χ2 (3) = 898.77, p = .000, while Model (4)
2
does not further improve the data likelihood, χ2 (5) = 0.00, p = 1.000. Moreover, Rm
shows that some variance in PEC is attributed to the mode effect on the item level, but
its contribution is only marginal.
Identical to the information quantity model, the most prominent fixed effect is response
correctness, β1 = 0.32[±0.01], supporting hypothesis R1. In contrast to the results of
Zehner et al. (2019), β2 = 0.02[±0.02] shows a statistically significant overall mode
effect2 , but–reproducing the original study’s findings–of hardly any practical relevance.
Thus, R2a–based on previous findings, predicting no overall mode effect–is confirmed
for its effect size and is practically irrelevant. Unexpectedly, the mode effect did not
vary substantially across items (R2b), sd(c0i ) = 0.02, ranging from β2 + c07 = −0.01
to β2 + c06 = 0.05. As expected in R3a, no aggregate effect of gender could be found,
2 Rounding

with more digits: β2 = 0.023[±0.022]
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Table 3: Relevance Measure (Rel): Linear Mixed Models (1)–(4)
nP ar

AIC

BIC

Rc2

Model (1)

5

3199

3234

.336

Model (2)

6

1576

1618

.393

2
p∆Rm

.003 [±.001]

.000

−.001 [±.001]

.076

.224 [±.016]

9

1563

1625

.395

.227 [±.016]

Response Correctness

.226 [±.016]

Mode

.003 [±.003]

Model (4)

2
∆Rm

.224 [±.016]

Response Correctness

Model (3)

2
Rm

14

1577

1674

.396

.226 [±.016]

Response Correctness

.224 [±.016]

Mode

.001 [±.002]

Gender

.000 [±.001]

Mode*Gender

.000 [±.001]

Note. nP ar = number of estimated parameters, Rc2 = conditional R2 of fixed & random effects,
2
Rm
= marginal R2 of fixed effects (aggregated by model as well as for every effect; Nakagawa
2
2
2
2 = pvalue for the R
et al., 2013), ∆Rm
= difference of Rm
with previous model, p∆Rm
difference test; 95% confidence intervals in brackets

β3 = −0.01[±0.02]. Supporting R3b, gender and its interaction with mode have esti
mates not significantly different from 0, β4 = 0.02[±0.03]. The expected itemwise
variation of the gender effect, however, was only small, sd(g0i ) = 0.02. Nevertheless,
the gender effect estimates correlated moderately and negatively with the mode effect
estimates, cor(g0i , c0i ) = −.47. That is, items that tended to come with larger mode
effects tended to compensate this with a more negative gender effect. Thus, if an item is
more prone to being affected by mode, it is likely that it will also evoke larger (negative)
gender differences. However, given the effects’ small variation around 0, the practical
relevance of this finding is marginal for Rel. In addition, the negative correlation (op
posed to a positive one in the original study) hints at either unstable mechanisms or a
strong dependency of item characteristics. The correlation coefficients of effect esti
mates might be somewhat unreliable in these studies given the relatively small number
of items. Still, across items, the studies demonstrate an interplay of mode and item
characteristics related to subgroups, while they do not allow a generic mechanism to be
concluded.

Discussion
For identifying potential mode effects on text responses to PISA reading items, we com
pared these in a paper and a computerbased administration. Previous research (Zehner
et al., 2019) had found differences in linguistic features of text responses between the
paperbased PISA 2012 and the computerbased PISA 2015, which could stem from
observing different cohorts. Attempting to reproduce these findings in an experimen
tal setting, we analyzed data from a German addon study to PISA 2012 and extracted
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the same linguistic indicators by means of natural language processing techniques: the
Proposition Entity Count (PEC; information quantity) and Relevance Proportion (Rel;
information quality). This way, the text response features are considered outcomes that
might be affected by administration mode. Hence, as indicators for characteristics of
the process, they provide new insights for potential mode effects, whereas they only
constitute an addition to traditional mode effect analyses.
The present study reproduced the overall picture of Zehner et al. (2019) surprisingly
well, given the fact that part of the research questions addressed itemspecific differ
ences which were analyzed with disjoint sets of items. The relationship between re
sponse correctness and information quantity as well as relevance turned out to again
be crucial. Correct responses tended to contain more pieces of information and larger
proportions of relevant information. In case of the latter, this also serves as validity
evidence for the indicator: Correct responses contain substantially larger proportions of
relevant information. Another necessary, though insufficient, requirement for the indi
cators’ validity is their stability, which is here demonstrated with a different item set
and an independent data collection at a finegrained level (grouping by gender, mode,
and response correctness). These findings thus support the utility and accuracy of the
employed measures.
Computerbased items turned out to be slightly harder as can be seen from the item
scores. This is in line with most mode effect studies (e.g., Kolen & Brennan, 2014;
Kroehne, Buerger, et al., 2019). Interestingly, though, this ran contrary to the rate
of empty responses, which was lower in the openended computerbased items. That
means, even though students were attempting to answer an item more often in this par
ticular computerbased assessment, they were less often successful than on paper. It is
likely that the attempt rate was influenced by the fact the computerbased implementa
tion reminded students of empty text fields.
For information quantity, a moderate overall effect of the administration mode could be
found. Students tended to incorporate more pieces of information when responding on
computer than on paper. This does not only support the original study, but also White
et al. (2015) who observed responses of eighth graders to be twice as long when writing
on computer. The reasons for this remain a matter of speculation so far. Prominent
potential sources, however, could be the input mode of keyboarding opposed to pen
writing and a possibly higher motivation for computerbased testing. Regarding the lat
ter, with the addon study being placed after a whole day of paperbased assessment, the
computerbased testing might have been perceived to be very distinct with correspond
ing effects on motivation, attention, and memory (sensu Eysenck & Eysenck, 1980). For
the same data set, discrepancies in the response process were demonstrated by shorter
response times in the computerbased assessment (Kroehne, Hahnel, & Goldhammer,
2019). Keyboarding and handwriting are only moderately correlated with respect to
writing fluency and speed (Feng et al., 2017), which might be a prominent source for
differences between the input modes.
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Like in the original study, the overall mode effect could not be found for Relevance Pro
portion. Also, while the original study found quite some variation of the mode effect
on the item level for Relevance Proportion, the dispersion of itemwise mode effects
was very low for the present study. This means, with different items, cohorts, computer
platforms, and randomized conditions, the mode effect on proportion relevance could
not be recovered. However, identical to the original study, the descriptives showed that
there appeared to be substantial differences induced by mode for incorrect responses,
but none for correct responses. This difference was masked at the aggregate level. For
information quantity, however, the items varied in the degree in which mode took ef
fect. While two items showed hardly any mode effect in this respect, three others were
affected by almost the magnitude of the relationship between information quantity and
response correctness.
Altogether, the combination of lower percentages of correct responses and shorter re
sponse times on the one hand and more information, less empty responses (possibly,
induced by feedback if a response was missing), and an unchanged proportion of rele
vant information on the other hand draws a complex pattern that is reduced when only
looking at scores. The mechanisms that lead to these products will be at the core of
future studies that should combine process and product data.
Finally looking at potential differential effects, we could reproduce that there is no in
teraction between gender and mode at the aggregate level. Switching to the item level,
however, we could reproduce the original findings that an items’ mode effect is related
to its characteristic of being influenced by gender with respect to the Proposition Entity
Count as well as Relevance Proportion.
In conclusion, there is strong evidence for supporting the original findings on text re
sponses’ differences between computer and paperbased assessment (Zehner et al., 2019).
That is, there seem to be mode effects on text responses in PISA’s reading assessment
which have not been taken into account before. At the aggregate level, the differences
are partly, though not completely masked, but they become obvious at the item level.
This can harm trend interpretations if they mirror a systematic shift in the assessed con
struct which was not, or differently, captured in scores. Changes in the assessment
framework over time require newly constructed items and can accordingly affect con
struct facets in parts, challenging the interpretation of trends. If a mode effect however,
systematically changes these facet weights across many items–for example if the re
sponse production is more emphasized through keyboarding instead of handwriting–,
the overall construct has shifted further and trend comparisons were even more difficult
to interpret. Furthermore, such a change could, theoretically, be invisible at the score
level if different shifts in the facets’ weightings compensate each other at the level of
difficulty. Contrary to score analyses, text responses might carry corresponding infor
mation for identifying such a construct shift.
That being said, the intention of modernizing assessment frameworks in contexts such
as PISA is coherent. The comparability of resulting scales, however, must be verified if
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they are to be linked. New data sources and analyses, such as process data or the method
ology presented here, can be used to better understand the underlying mechanisms for
further controlling these in the future, either in test development or statistically.
Beside reporting further evidence for mode effects in PISA, the methodology used in
this study can help establish more proper comparability in international largescale as
sessment by providing new information. Text responses provide more finegrained in
formation on the respondents’ understanding while natural language processing allows
this information to be extracted objectively and at a large scale.

Limitations
This study recovered the findings of Zehner et al. (2019) to a large extent, but both
studies have to be interpreted in the context of several limitations. First of all, the find
ings are limited to Germany, the reading domain, and the analyzed openended items
are only one part of the PISA reading test. While both studies attempt to shed light
on PISA’s computerization, the present experimental design used a different computer
environment as the OECD’s implementation had not been available yet.
Beside these designdriven constraints, caution is required regarding the two automati
cally extracted text response features. Though this followup study provides some ev
idence for the stability of both and validity of the Rel measure, a thorough validation
remains to be done. Their shortcomings are obvious at the conceptual level. Both of
them are proxies for what is intended to be measured.
First, PEC does not reflect the actual number of propositions, but only addresses words
that, potentially, are part of a stated proposition. Which parts of speech to use is ambigu
ous in few cases (cf. Zehner et al., 2018). However, the measure’s design is comparable
to proposition density in the software CPIDR (Brown, Snodgrass, Kemper, Herman, &
Covington, 2008). Overall, analyzing the wordlevel when looking for propositions is
conceptually problematic because what constitutes a relevant propositional element is
sometimes depending on the context. For example, it is state of the art to neglect aux
iliary verbs as they do not point at some meaningful element in the situation model on
their own. However, if tense plays a role in an item, it is likely that the tense is captured
in an auxiliary verb and, hence, this adds to the semantic of the statement in a crucial
manner.
Second, for Rel, the PISA coding guides constituted the gold standard for exclusively
correct responses. Since a previous study had already shown the reference texts in the
coding guides do not exhaustively mirror the empirical response types (Zehner, Gold
hammer, & Sälzer, 2015), the measure can be considered to be underestimating the true
values. Furthermore, Rel uses normreferenced comparisons so that they only allow
withinsample comparisons, but the magnitude of the absolute values cannot be inter
preted. Both employed measures can be regarded as first attempts that have to be built
on in the future.
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Finally, the procedure included automatic spelling correction using Jazzy spellchecker
(Idzelis, 2005), which comes with the risk of correcting words incorrectly. From our
point of view, the benefit of normalizing language in order to avoid bias for students
with low writing skills outweighs the risk when a word is changed improperly. This case
should be distributed randomly and not introduce a systematic bias. Jazzy’s accuracy
is strongly dependent on the dictionaries used, so it is unknown for our application.
However, Horbach, Ding, and Zesch (2017) report a precision of P = .86, recall rate
of R = .94, and resulting Fscore of F = .90 for dictionaries with smaller size.
Jazzy corrected 3.6% of all words written in the paper and 4.0% in the computerbased
mode, which is a reasonably small increase given the latter adds typos as a source of
misspellings.
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